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Semi-autonomous driving, as it is already available today and will eventually become even more
accessible, implies the need for driver and automation system to reliably work together in order to
ensure safe driving. A particular challenge in this endeavour are situations in which the vehicle’s au-
tomation is no longer able to drive and is thus requesting the human to take over. In these situations
the driver has to quickly build awareness for the traffic situation to be able to take over control and
safely drive the car. Within this context we present a software and hardware framework to asses how
aware the driver is about the situation and to provide human-centred assistance to help in building
situation awareness. The framework is developed as a modular system within the Robot Operating
System (ROS) with modules for sensing the environment and the driver state, modelling the driver’s
situation awareness, and for guiding the driver’s attention using specialized Human Machine Inter-
faces (HMIs).

A particular focus of this paper is on an Answer Set Programming (ASP) based approach for
modelling and reasoning about the driver’s interpretation and projection of the scene. This is based
on scene data, as well as eye-tracking data reflecting the scene elements observed by the driver. We
present the overall application and discuss the role of semantic reasoning and modelling cognitive
functions based on logic programming in such applications. Furthermore we present the ASP ap-
proach for interpretation and projection of the driver’s situation awareness and its integration within
the overall system in the context of a real-world use-case in simulated as well as in real driving.

1 Introduction

With the rise of automated and semi-automated driving, a range of new challenges have moved into
sight of developers. In particular semi-autonomous vehicles pose important questions when it comes
to the interplay between driver and vehicle, since for these systems it is critical that the cooperation of
the human and the automation system is seamless. To ensure this, the automation system needs to be
designed with the needs of the human in mind and ideally have the functionality to asses the mental
state of the driver and the driver’s interaction with the system. Such functionality is especially important
in situations when the driver and the automation have to function together, in order to safely operate
the vehicle. A particular challenge in this context, and of importance with respect to this paper, is the
question of how to enable the driver to quickly take over control from the automation system in situations,
in which the automation cannot ensure safe driving, e.g., in unforeseen situations, or in situations outside
of the Operational Design Domain (ODD) of the automation.
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The SituWare project presented in this application paper aims at developing a system to provide the driver
with assistance in such situations, by modelling the driver’s awareness of the situation and guide their
attention to critical elements of the situation possibly missed by the driver. The focus of this paper is on
highlighting the application of declarative logic programming methods as a means to model the driver’s
mental processing of the situation and demonstrate its integration within a large-scale modular assistive
system. The work presented in this paper is driven by considerations in the fields of human-centred
design, cognition, and formal semantic reasoning.

Human-centred design for (semi-)autonomous vehicles. With the above challenges in mind human
factors play a central role in the development of novel mobility systems and autonomous vehicles [12]
and development of novel systems is often accompanied and driven by empirical research investigating
how humans interact with these systems, either for external communication with vulnerable road users,
e.g. [18, 26], and for internal communication e.g. in handover scenarios [7, 8, 16] or for acceptance and
user experience [20].

Cognitive abilities for driving assistance systems. Research in the area of cognitive systems and
cognitive modelling is concerned with developing methods and tools that reflect cognitive abilities. Most
directly connected to the topic of this paper and the development of SituSYS is the research on Situation
Awareness and its modelling in computational systems [3]. In the context of driving assistance systems
research on Situation Awareness has mostly been concerned with modelling e.g. by [11, 17, 19].

Semantic reasoning about dynamic situations. A key factor in developing such capabilities is the
ability to abstractly represent the driving environment and the traffic dynamics within it, to interpret and
reason about them on a semantic level. In this context logic programming and Answer Set Programming
(ASP) [4, 5, 6] in particular has evolved as a powerful tool for semantic reasoning about dynamic scenes.
For instance, ASP has been used in the area of stream reasoning [2] as a general tool for reasoning about
large scale dynamic data, e.g, in the driving domain [13], for decision-making [9], or for recognition
and reasoning about events [24]. Furthermore, [23] has developed a general method for visual abduction
based on ASP, and applied it in the area of online semantic sense-making with commonsense knowledge
in the context of safety-critical situations in driving [21, 22].

Within this paper we build on these works to develop an ASP-based approach for assessing the
driver’s situation awareness by characterising driving dynamics for modelling and reasoning about the
driver’s interpretation and projection of the scene dynamics.

2 SituWare: An Online System for Assessing Situational Awareness

The general focus of the SituWare project is f build and evaluate the technological basis for developing
a usable software and hardware system (SituSYS), targeted at the reliable detection, interpretation, and
consideration of the driver’s situational awareness. In this section we discuss the relevance of situation
awareness in (semi-)autonomous driving and provide an overview of the full system and its components.

2.1 Situation Awareness in (Semi-)Autonomous Driving

Today, in the automotive domain and within the framework of the SAE J3016 automation level system,
it is generally assumed that the driver observes the environment and is thus immediately available as
a fallback level (SAE level 2 - partial automation), can react to a request to intervene (SAE level 3 -
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conditional automation) or can take over the vehicle control outside the operational area of the automation
(SAE level 4 - high automation). Previous studies on handover scenarios, especially in the context of
conditional automation, show that a considerable amount of time of at least 7 to 10 seconds must be
reserved for the driver to safely take over the driving task. This time is needed by the driver(s) to gain an
accurate situation awareness so that a safe handover is accomplished. Current approaches for handover
scenarios from the system to the driver consider the current driver’s state only peripherally and very
roughly. However, the potential of such recognition and interpretation is very large. Adaptive interaction
sequences can be used to optimally return the driver to the driving task. In addition, a more detailed
picture of the driver’s state also allows for the adaptation of the driving behavior of the automation
system, so that larger time reserves can be kept available for a highly distracted driver, while time reserves
can be reduced for an attentive driver without reducing safety. One of the most prominent models for
Situation Awareness is the one developed by Mica Endsley [3]. The idea behind this model is that
Situation Awareness is built in three Stages, namely the Perception, Interpretation, and Projection stage,
also known as Level 1 to Level 3 Situation Awareness (L1 - L3):

L1. At Level 1, the data and elements of the environment that build the current situation are perceived.
The main factor that influences Level 1 Situation Awareness is the focus of attention that is apparent in
the situation, which in turn is guided by the goals and objectives of the user, as well as their expectations.
Previous Experience and Training can influence the attention process and thus the ability of the user to
perceive the environment correctly. Drivers need to perceive the cars around their own car, signs along
the road, the road curvature and condition, and lots of other things.

L2. Level 2 Situation Awareness builds upon Level 1 through interpretation and comprehension of the
perceived elements. At Level 2, a holistic picture of the environment including the significance of objects
and events is formed. This interpretation is influenced by the goals of the user, previous experience as
well as the workload and stress. In the automotive example, drivers need to understand that proximity of
other cars might indicate a risk, that there are speed limits to keep, or the importance of the other signs
on the road.

L3. At Level 3, the user builds a projection of the current situation into the future, based on the com-
prehension built at Level 2. Level 3 Situation Awareness is mainly influenced by the previous experience
and training of the user, since this builds his knowledge on how the entities in the environment may act in
the near future. For drivers, this could mean to predict the future speed and positions of other cars as well
as possible actions the other drivers might take (like changing lanes, or breaking) as well as upcoming
speed limits and the risk associated with the road conditions ahead.

2.2 A Modular System implemented in ROS

Objective of the SituWare project is to build SituSYS, a system that predicts the situation awareness of
a driver, calculates possible deviations from an optimal situation awareness and finally uses specialized
interaction techniques to improve the driver’s situation awareness. Figure 1 shows a conceptual overview
of the architecture of SituSYS: SituSYS consists of three parts, the sensor layer SituSENSORS which mea-
sures the driver and environment, the model layer SituMODEL which calculates the situation awareness,
and SituHMI for the interaction. Starting at the sensor-layer SituSENSORS, multiple Vehicle Sensors are
used to sense the environment and vehicle state, i.e. surrounding objects, signs, current vehicle speed
and automation state. In addition to the vehicle sensors, an eye-tracker is used to detect the gaze of the
driver. The calculated gaze vector is then used in the Perception-Model within SituMODEL to predict
which elements in the environment and in the car has been looked at, i.e. other cars, street signs, or
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Figure 1: SituSYS: Conceptual Overview

any cockpit elements. Based on this information, the objects that have been perceived are then written
into the Memory-Model. The Memory-Model implements retrieval and forgetting processes, and can be
accessed by the other SituMODEL components. The Interpretation- and Projection-Models are for the
calculation of the situation interpretation and the projection of the future state (A detailed description
can be found in Section 3.2). The outputs of the Perception-, Interpretation-, and Projection-Models are
then used by the Model Comparison to calculate the overall situation awareness (Level 1, Level 2 and
Level 3 in Endsley’s Model), by comparing the content in the memory, that has been produced by the
components of the SituMODEL, with the data gathered by the vehicle sensors. Although the vehicle sen-
sors have an error probability associated with them, we assume in this case that this is the ground truth
for SituSYS. The Model Comparison then weights the differences between the memory and the ground
truth and calculates a list of diverging elements sorted by priority. This list is then used by SituHMI to
direct the focus of attention to the most important element. In SituWare we tested different interaction
methods for that purpose [1].

To organize and coordinate the implementation of the different components of SituSYS, the ROS
framework has been used. Each component of SituSYS has been implemented as separate node, allowing
a modularization of the system. ROS messages describing the data exchanged between the components
are used to provide a standardised interface between the different modules. The use of the ROS frame-
work also facilitates the use of different sources for the input, i.e. we connected SituSYS to two different
driving simulators as well as to a real car, by implementing a dedicated node that collects the data from
the simulator or car and then sends them in the defined messages to SituSYS, and receives the messages
from SituHMI to implement the selected interaction method in the vehicle/simulator.

2.3 Technical Setup and Data

The SituWare project integrates SituSYS within two different simulators and one real semi-autonomous
vehicle and provides the hardware basis for sensing the ego vehicle and the environment together with
mobile tracking of the driver’s gaze. Figure 2 shows the simulated scenario within one of the two simu-
lators used within the SituWare project.
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a) Simulated scene of construction site after takeover b) Driving Simulator

Figure 2: Simulation Environment: The simulated scene and the simulator setup.

I Scene Data The vehicle sensors implemented in the specific platform are used to sense the state
of the ego vehicle and to sense the environment including the vehicles within it. This information is
published as ROS messages and used by the modules of SituSYS. The messages contain data on the ego
vehicle, the automation system, and other vehicles in the scene as listed in table 1.

I Eye-Tracking Data The driver’s perception is sensed using mobile eye-tracking that provides
gaze coordinates and fixations within an ego view of the scene, as captured by the camera of the eye
tracker. These coordinates are translated to the 3-dimensional space of the scene, which allows mapping
of gaze data to scene elements. Within SituSYS the gaze data is provided as a 3D vector. The modular
design of the system abstracts from the actual eye-tracking system, however, in the case study presented
in this paper the PupilLabs mobile eye-tracker is used, which is equipped with a eye camera capturing
the gaze with up to 120Hz and providing an accuracy of 0.60◦.

3 Assessing the Driver’s Situation Awareness

Within SituSYS situation awareness is modelled by the perception module and the interpretation & pro-
jection module. The perception module implements 1st level Situation Awareness using scene data from
the SituSENSORS together with eye-tracking data to calculate fixation probabilities for each scene object.

2 Perception

Level 1 Situation Awareness – perception of the scene1– is estimated based on the gaze data of the driver
which is recorded by SituSENSORS. From this information a probability is computed for each scene
object giving the likelihood that the driver has fixated the object together with a fixation time providing
the duration of the fixation on the object. These measures are then published within the ROS message as
an input for the interpretation & projection module, as well as the model comparison.

2nd and 3rd level Situation Awareness are implemented together in the interpretation & projection mod-
ule. These consist of:

• Level 2 Situation Awareness – interpretation of the scene – models the awareness of the driver
regarding scene elements in the current situation;

1Technical details on the used method for calculating the probabilities are out of the scope of this paper. For the examples
of this paper we consider the perception module to be a black-box system providing the information if an object was perceived
by the driver.
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Attribute Type Description
Ego Vehicle

ID string The ID of the ego vehicle.
type string The type of the ego vehicle.
position {float, float, float} The position of the ego vehicle as 3D vector.
orientation {float, float, float} The orientation of the ego vehicle as 3D vector.
velocities {float, float, float} The velocity of the ego vehicle as 3D vector.
indicator_left bool Truth value whether the le f t indicator is active.
indicator_right bool Truth value whether the right indicator is active.
acceleration float The acceleration of the ego vehicle.
current_speed_limit int The current speed limit holding for the ego vehicle.
current_lane float The current lane the ego vehicle is on.

Ego Automation
takeover_request bool Truth value whether the takeover request is active.
time_until_odd_boundary float Time until the driver has to take over.
criticality_level int Criticality level of the takeover request.
takeover_reason string Reason for the takeover request.
ego_automation_state bool Truth value whether the automation is active.

Other Vehicles
ID string The ID of the traffic vehicle.
type string The type of the traffic vehicle.
position {float, float, float} The position of the traffic vehicle as 3D vector.
orientation {float, float, float} The orientation of the traffic vehicle as 3D vector.
velocities {float, float, float} The velocity of the traffic vehicle as 3D vector.
acceleration {float, float, float} The acceleration of the traffic vehicle as 3D vector.
dimension {float, float, float} The dimension of the traffic vehicle as 3D vector.
lane int The lane the traffic vehicle is on.
fixation_probability float The probability that the driver fixated the vehicle.
fixation_time int The duration of the driver’s fixation on the vehicle.

Table 1: Scene Data: Relevant data-points from SituSYS.

• Level 3 Situation Awareness – projection of scene dynamics – models the expectations of the driver
how the scene will evolve, i.e., the scene dynamics with respect to the task of the driver.

The implementation of these levels is based on semantic characterisations of the dynamics of the driving
domain, which are declaratively defined within answer set programming (ASP) [4, 5, 6]. In particular,
the interpretation & projection module of SituSYS consist of an online Python process maintaining a
representation of the scene and uses an integrated ASP solver to generate interpretation and projection
models based on the scene data from the SituSENSORS and the perception data from the perception
module. In the following we provide the formal characterisation of the driving domain, and describe the
interpretation and projection process in detail.

3.1 The Driving Domain

The domain is characterised by Σ<O, E , R, T , Φ, Θ>, which is used to formalise the driver’s repre-
sentation of the scene dynamics. In particular, the driver’s belief state is represented on the one hand by
the static and dynamic properties of the scene and the elements within it given by the domain objects,
the basic entities representing these objects, and the spatial and temporal aspects of the scene < O, E ,
R, T >. On the other hand it is represented by the high-level event dynamics of perceived events and
possible future events given by < Φ, Θ >.
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Events Description
change_lane(Entity,Lane1,Lane2,Location) An Entity changing the lane from Lane1 to Lane2 to

a specific Location.
audio_signal_start The audio signal indicating that the driver has to

take over started.
audio_signal_end The audio signal indicating that the driver has to

take over ended.
takeover_manual The driver takes over control of the vehicle.
takeover_automation The automation takes over control of the vehicle.

Fluents Description
curr_task(Task) The current task, the driver has to perform.
automation If the driving automation of the vehicle is on or not.
audio_signal If the audio signal indicating that the driver has to take over control of the

vehicle is on or not.
on_lane(Entity, Lane) The lane a scene entity is driving on.

Table 2: Event Dynamics: Exemplary events and fluents applicable in take-over situations of the use-
case described in section 3.2.

I Domain Objects (O) and Spatial Entities (E). The scene consists of different scene elements,
in particular we are considering the ego vehicle and other vehicles in the scene, as well as the lanes on
the road and gaps between vehicles.

Vehicles. We distinguish between the ego vehicle and other vehicles in the scene, constituting the traffic.
We use the following objects for representing vehicles:

• The ego vehicle: Oego = ego;

• other vehicles in the traffic: Otr f = {tr f1, ..., tr fn}.

These elements are geometrically represented as spatial entities E = {ε1, ...,εn} within the 3-dimensional
scene space. Additionally they are assigned dynamic and static attributes as obtained from the egos
driving system (for the attributes of the ego vehicle) and the ego vehicle sensors (for estimated attributes
of other vehicles) as detailed in section 2.3.

Lanes. These are based on the OpenDRIVE standard [25] , in which lanes are numbered with positive
and negative numbers and 0 represents the middle of the road. Lanes are adjacent when the lane ids are
consecutive.

• Lanes: Olanes = {lane1, ..., lanen}∪{lane−1, ..., lane−n}.

We define the adjacency of lanes lanei, lane j ∈Olanes on the road using the predicate ad jacent(lanei, lane j).

Gaps. Of particular interest for the task at hand are gaps between vehicles in the scene. Therefore we
introduce objects representing these gaps.

• Gaps: Ogaps = {gaptr fi,tr f j , ...,gaptr fp,tr fq}.

Gaps are declaratively defined based on the vehicles in the scene using the predicate gap(tr fi, tr f j),
where tr fi, tr f j ∈Otr f . Additionally we define the predicate gap_size(gaptr fi,tr f j ,size), where gaptr fi,tr f j ∈
Ogaps and size is a number representing the distance between tr fi and tr f j.
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I Spatial Con�guration (R). The spatial arrangement of the entities in the scene is represented
from an egocentric perspective in the context of the road, i.e., representing whether vehicles are ahead
or behind the ego vehicle, on the same lane, or on the lane to the left or right of the ego vehicle, and
how many other vehicles are between a vehicle and the ego vehicle. To this end we define the following
relations inR holding between the ego vehicle and the other scene elements.

• Relative longitudinal direction: Rrel_long = {ahead,behind,overlapping}, representing the direc-
tion of an object on the longitudinal axis based on the road layout.

• Relative lane: Rrel_lane = {same, le f t,right}, representing the lane an object is on, relative to the
lane the ego vehicle is on.

• Relative ordering: Rrel_order = n+1, where n is the number of other vehicles between the vehicle
and the ego vehicle, representing the position of an object with respect to the ego vehicle and the
other vehicles on the road.

I Time (T ). We represent time using time points T = {t1, ..., tn}. These are used to denote that
dynamic object properties and spatial relations between basic entities representing scene objects hold at
a certain time, as well as to describe temporal aspects of event dynamics.

I Driving Event Dynamics (<Φ, Θ>). We use the event calculus notation to define the event dy-
namics in the driving domain. Towards this we define fluents Φ= {φ1, ...,φn} and events Θ= {θ1, ...,θn}
to characterise dynamic properties of the scene objects and high-level events (e.g., Table 2). We use the
axioms occurs_at(θ , t) denoting that an event occurred at time t and holds_at(φ ,v, t) denoting that v
holds for a fluent φ at time t.

3.2 Reasoning about Situation Awareness Level 2 & 3: Interpretation and Projection

The interpretation and projection module is based on declarative characterisations of driving dynamics
(as defined in section 3.1 ) implemented in ASP, using Event Calculus [10] for reasoning about events
in the scene. In particular, we are building on the Event Calculus (EC) as formalised in [14, 15]. The
module is implemented as a hybrid system, in which an online Python process maintains a representation
of the mental belief state of the driver and uses an integrated ASP solver for generating the interpretation
and the projection model. For this, the module uses the scene data S containing the ego vehicle data and
the environmental data including the gaze data of the driver, together with the characterisations of the
driving domain in Σ.

Application: The Case of Take-Over Situations in a Construction Environment

As a use case we have applied SituSYS in the context of a case study conducted in the driving simulator.
The case study implemented a situation in which a driver had to take over the control of a highly auto-
mated vehicle at a section of a highway, where the current lane ended because of a construction site and
the vehicle had to change lanes. The driver got notified about the upcoming take-over and had a certain
time window to get familiar with the situation and take over control to manually perform the lane change.

As a test case the overall system is applied in the context of the above case study, in which the driver has
to take over control from the automation to safely drive the vehicle. Fig. 3 shows an exemplary situation
in the context of the case study and depicts the interpretation and the projection step.
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Figure 3: Application Example: Interpretation & Projection

Computational Steps for Situation Awareness Level 2 & 3. The overall process for interpretation
and projection consists of the following steps (S1-S3, also refer to Alg. 1) performed at each time point:

S1. Update Scene Elements and Predict Current State. Update the driver’s mental belief
state (MBS) with the scene elements for which the fixation probability is above the fixation threshold,
and predict the current position of all scene elements that are part of the driver’s mental belief state, using
a Kalman Filter base motion model, assuming constant velocity.

S2. Generate the Problem Speci�cation. Generate an ASP problem statement, containing the
scene elements that are part of the driver’s mental belief state, and the characterisations of the driving
domain in Σ.

S3. Integrated ASP Solving. Generate the interpretation model (IM) and the projection model
(PM) by solving the generated problem specification using the Clingo solver integrated within the
Python process.

Within this process the interpretation and the projection are implemented as follows:

I Interpretation. The interpretation level of situation awareness is modelled as an extrapolated
representation of the scene, consisting of the perceived scene elements, together with the arrangement of
these elements and the events happening in the scene. When the probability that the driver has fixated
a particular object exceeds a certain threshold we register it within the scene representation and use a
Kalman Filter based motion model assuming constant velocity to maintain a representation of the object
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Algorithm 1: Interpret_and_Project(S, Σ)
Data: Scene data (S), and the characterisation of the driving domain Σ

Result: Interpretation Model (IM), Projection Model (PM)

1 MBS←∅
2 for t ∈ T do
3 for ob ject ∈MBS do
4 positionob ject ← kalman_predict(ob ject)

5 for ob ject ∈ S ∧not ob ject ∈MBS do
6 if f ixation_probabilityob ject > f ixation_threshold then
7 MBS←MBS ∪ob ject

8 for ob ject ∈ S ∧ob ject ∈MBS do
9 if f ixation_probabilityob ject > f ixation_threshold then
10 positionob ject ← kalman_update(ob ject)

11 < IM,PM>← ASP_solve(MBS,Σ)

12 return < IM,PM>

while the driver is not fixating on it. When the driver is fixating the object again the estimated position is
updated with the sensed one. In this way we estimate the driver’s mental belief state about the movement
of scene elements.

This estimated mental representation of the scene is then used together with the characterisations of the
driving domain in Σ to generate the interpretation model (IM). To this end we declaratively model
scene artefacts, spatial configuration, and events.

Scene Artefacts. These are elements of the scene that are indirectly obtained from the sensed objects.
For instance, gaps between vehicles the driver is aware of, are declaratively defined using the following
rule, stating that there is a gap between two entities if they are on the same lane and there is no other
entity between these two entities.

Spatial Configuration. The relational spatial structure holding between the scene elements the driver
is aware of, is represented using the spatial relations defined inR.

Events. We use the event calculus to detect driving events based on the driver’s mental belief state
of the scene. Towards this we define fluents representing dynamic scene properties, e.g, the fluent
on_lane(entity(ID), lane(Lane)) denotes that an entity is on a particular lane, or the fluent curr_task(Task)
denotes the current task of the driver.

Additionally, we define events changing these scene properties. For instance the following definition of
the event takeover_manual states that the event occurs if the fluent automation is true and the sensed
state of the automation is false. Further, it states that the event initiates the fluent curr_task(changelane),
and terminates the fluent automation and curr_task(build_sit_aware).
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Generating the Driver’s Scene Interpretation. Solving this Answer Set Program with the scene el-
ements the driver is aware of results in a model of the scene based on the drivers subjective perception,
which constitutes the interpretation model (IM).

In particular this model includes the following elements:

This generated interpretation model (IM) serves as input to the model comparison module to compare
the drivers interpretation of the scene to the scene sensed by the SituSENSORS. Additionally these serve
as abstractions needed for the projection step.

I Projection. Within SituWare the projection step is used to explore possible future states by
generating the set of events, which are possible in the current situation, and which are consistent with
the task of the driver. For instance in our use-case the driver has to perform a lane change after taking
over control from the automation system. To model this we define the lane change event within our
domain characterisation and use the event calculus to generate possible lane change events the driver
could perform for each time point. This set of possible events constitute the projection model (PM)
and can be used to identify scene elements the driver needs to be aware of in order to safely perform the
given task.

Event Anticipation. To anticipate scene events we define the events relevant for the driving task within
the event calculus. For instance, the lane change event is defined based on the changes the event causes
to the fluents and the constraints defining in which situations the event is possible.
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event(takeover_manual).
initiates(takeover_manual, curr_task(change_lane), T) :- timepoint(T).
terminates(takeover_manual, automation, T) :- timepoint(T).
terminates(takeover_manual, curr_task(build_sit_aware), T) :- timepoint(T).

occurs_at((takeover_manual, T) :- holds_at(automation, T), ego_automation_state(false), timepoint(T).

Generating the Driver’s Scene Interpretation. Solving this Answer Set Program with the scene el-
ements the driver is aware of results in a model of the scene based on the drivers subjective perception,
which constitutes the interpretation model (IM).

In particular this model includes the following elements:

Driving events the driver is aware of.
occurs_at(audio_signal_start,119208). ... occurs_at(takeover_manual,135258).

Fluents representing the driver’s belief state about the properties of the scene.
holds_at(curr_task(lane_change),136275). ...
holds_at(on_lane(entity(trf(1)),lane(1)),136275). holds_at(on_lane(entity(trf(2)),lane(1)),136275). ...

Gaps between the vehicles the driver is aware of.
gap(entity(trf(1)),entity(trf(2))). gap(entity(trf(2)),entity(trf(3))). ...

The qualitative spatial configuration of the vehicles the driver is aware of.
rel_longitudal_direction(ahead, entity(3)). rel_lane(left, entity(3)). rel_order(0, entity(3)). ...

This generated interpretation model (IM) serves as input to the model comparison module to compare
the drivers interpretation of the scene to the scene sensed by the SituSENSORS. Additionally these serve
as abstractions needed for the projection step.

I Projection. Within SituWare the projection step is used to explore possible future states by
generating the set of events, which are possible in the current situation, and which are consistent with
the task of the driver. For instance in our use-case the driver has to perform a lane change after taking
over control from the automation system. To model this we define the lane change event within our
domain characterisation and use the event calculus to generate possible lane change events the driver
could perform for each time point. This set of possible events constitute the projection model (PM)
and can be used to identify scene elements the driver needs to be aware of in order to safely perform the
given task.

Event Anticipation. To anticipate scene events we define the events relevant for the driving task within
the event calculus. For instance, the lane change event is defined based on the changes the event causes
to the fluents and the constraints defining in which situations the event is possible.

event(change_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Lane1), lane(Lane2), Location)) :-
entity(ego(ID)), entity(lane(Lane1)), entity(lane(Lane2)),
gap(entity(ID1), entity(ID2)).

initiates(change_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Lane1), lane(Lane2), Location),
on_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Lane2)), T) :-

entity(ego(ID)), entity(lane(Lane1)), entity(lane(Lane2)), timepoint(T).
terminates(change_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Lane1), lane(Lane2), Location),

on_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Lane2)), T) :-
entity(ego(ID)), entity(lane(Lane1)), entity(lane(Lane2)), timepoint(T).

poss(change_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Curr_Lane), lane(Lane), Location)) :-
holds_at(on_lane(entity(ego(ID)), lane(Curr_Lane)), T), curr_time(T),
adjacent(lane(Lane), lane(Curr_Lane)), free(Location),
on_lane(gap(entity(ID1), entity(ID2)), lane(Lane)).
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In particular, a lane change is possible, when the lanes are adjacent to each other and there is a free
location on the target lane. This free location may be either a gap between two vehicles, a free space
behind or in front of a vehicle, or a completely empty lane. For the projection of the scene we generate
all events that initiate the goal of a particular task and that are possible in the current situation.
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In particular, a lane change is possible, when the lanes are adjacent to each other and there is a free
location on the target lane. This free location may be either a gap between two vehicles, a free space
behind or in front of a vehicle, or a completely empty lane. For the projection of the scene we generate
all events that initiate the goal of a particular task and that are possible in the current situation.

anticipate(Event) :-
initiates(Event, Goal, T), holds_at(curr_task(Task), T), goal(curr_task(Task), Goal), curr_time(T).

:- anticipate(Event), not poss(Event).

For the example scene this results in two possible lane changes.
anticipate(change_lane(ego(1),lane(2),lane(1),gap(entity(trf(1)),entity(trf(2))))).
anticipate(change_lane(ego(1),lane(2),lane(1),gap(entity(trf(2)),entity(trf(3))))).

4 Results and Future Directions

We presented an online and real-time capable approach for modelling drivers’ situation awareness in the
context of takeover situations as they happen in semi-autonomous driving. The approach is based on
declarative characterisations of driving dynamics and is implemented as a ROS module within Python
and Answer Set Programming (ASP) as a part of SituSYS, a modular system for measuring the drivers’
situation awareness and guiding their attention based on the results. We highlighted the application of
the presented approach as part of the SituSYS framework, which has been integrated in simulated as well
as real-world driving. And we presented a case study concerned with situation awareness in take-over
situations.

I Application Results. Application of the interpretation and projection model in the context
of the case study has shown that the model is capable of maintaining a representation of the scene and
provide the necessary information for comparing the estimated scene representation of the driver with the
sensed information, and to provide individual guidance using the specialized attention guidance devices
implemented in the SituHMI. The module works in real-time (approx. 30 Hz) with up to 20 vehicles
plus the ego vehicle in the scene. However, to fully assess the effectiveness of the system it is required
to perform a long term empirical study with the complete integrated system and measure the effect of
SituSYS on the driving performance in take-over situations. To conduct such a study is not in the scope
of this paper and subject of ongoing and future research.

I Future Directions. The presented SituSYS framework constitutes an ideal basis for applying
logic based reasoning within simulated and real-world driving tasks. In this context future developments
are aiming for more elaborate approaches for projecting scene dynamics, including the generation of pos-
sible and expected trajectories. Aside from this, an ongoing effort is the long term empirical assessment
of the performance of SituSYS with respect to the cognitive adequacy of the generated mental models
within simulated as well as real-world driving.
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